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How research and industry can work together to
lead, facilitate and support the growth of the
S o u t h A u s t r a l i a n w a t e r i n d u s t r y.
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WATER INDUSTRY ALLIANCE
Formed in 1998, the Water Industry Alliance (WIA) is a globally recognised hub of
water expertise and research in South Australia

120+ MEMBERS

Including private
companies,
manufacturers,
government, research
and training
organisations

FOCUSED ON
GROWTH

Services to drive
growth for our member
organisations,
professional
development, and our
contribution to the
South Australian
economy

COLLABORATION

GLOBAL DEMAND

Connecting research and
development with
consultancy, engineering,
technology,
manufacturing, education,
operations and
commercial know-how

Representing the sector
to connect global
markets with South
Australia’s unique ability
to offer proven, efficient
and cost effective
solutions, processes and
equipment
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OUR PRINCIPAL MEMBERS
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WIA MEMBERS
Over 120 Water Industry Members
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Majority are small to medium businesses (SME’s)
Manufacturers
Professional Multi-Sector Service
Niche Water Service
Water Service Providers
Govt Policy/Research/Education
Distributors, Wholesalers, Retailers
Construction
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GROWING SOUTH AUSTRALIA’S WATER INDUSTRY
The WIA facilitates the growth of the South Australian water industry in business, research and
education by;
Informing and Connecting Members

• Networking events, roundtables, thinktanks and guest speakers
• Industry briefings
• Regular eNews, website updates, social media
• Export Alerts and Bulletins
Promoting our Members Success
• Annual WIA Smart Water Awards
• Media releases and promotion
• National and International forums and trade shows to engage decision makers and
promote members
• Blog http://onepercent.smartwater.org.au/
Working with and Informing Government
• Representation on industry and government committees
• Liaison with Ministerial and government departments
• Inform and lead industry input into key water policies, legislation and management
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http://onepercent.smartwater.org.a
u/
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GROWING INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES & EXPERTISE
The WIA plays an active role in assisting members, the industry and the State to develop and
educate world markets on the leading water sector skills that the South Australian Water industry
possesses.
DELEGATIONS AND
EVENTS

CONNECTIONS

Showcasing South Australian
expertise and solutions

Providing a stable and impartial
channel between international
opportunities and the water
industry

WORKING GROUPS

BUSINESS SUPPORT

Hosting regional engagement
working groups aligned with
State Government export
strategy

Coordinating training and
business improvement
opportunities to prepare for
export

CLUSTER
FACILITATION

"The global water market is
projected to increase from the
current $500 billion to
$1 trillion by 2020.”

Facilitation of Smart Water
clusters to develop
collaborative business models
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THE SOUTH AUSTRALIAN WATER SECTOR
•

The South Australian water industry contributes more than $591 million per year
and conservatively employs around 8,458 people across the State (SACES 2016).

•

Water is an ‘enabler’ and is basic to all growth and development.

•

South Australia is increasingly renowned for its supply of secure, reliable and safe
water that underpins our economic, environmental and social needs.

•

What we take for granted is what many nations are striving for. South Australia
has achieved this success in a State where access to water is at many times
challenged by drought.

•

The water sector, if nurtured, has potential to become a significant source of new
economic and employment growth over the coming decades.
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INDUSTRY STRENGTHS
Innovation arises out of necessity:

Advanced Irrigation
DRY CLIMATE

Advanced Water
Efficiency Technologies

Aquifer Storage
Water Treatment for Reuse

HIGH QUALITY
OF LIFE

Advanced Water
Policies & Planning

Materials and Products
Water Markets

STABLE & SUPPORTIVE
GOVERNMENT

Water Planning Optimisation
Alternate Water
Planning Techniques

Research & Training
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OUR SUCCESS RELIES ON OUR TRIPLE HELIX APPROACH
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FROM RESEARCH INTO COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
INNOVATION VALUE CHAIN – CLOSING THE LOOP – IS THE IDEAL OR THE REALITY???

State Government Policy and Decision Making

Research

Development

Extension and
Industry
Engagement

Commercial
Development
State
Water
Utility

Goyder Institute
ICE WaRM
Water Industr y
Alliance
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MANAGED AQUIFER RECHARGE
Cluster of around 18 expert companies and researchers with track record and experience in managing aquifers.

INVESTIGATE,
DESIGN AND PLAN

CONSTRUCT
AND BUILD

SERVICE AND
MAINTAIN

01

04

05

02

03

06

STORMWATER
ISSUES INCLUDING
FLOODING

GEOTECHNICAL
KNOWLEDGE

BIOLOGICAL
TREATMENT IN LAKES
OR LAGOONS

Implementation and Operation
•
Currently 48 operational sites in the metropolitan area with over $350 million
invested.
•
MAR has been operational for nearly a quarter of a century in Adelaide
•
Design capacity of 18GL/a
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MAR IN ADELAIDE
Primarily driven by water shortage and the requirement to innovate to allow public space
irrigation but also to prevent pollution to the marine environments South Australia has been
one of the world’s leaders in the research, development, design and construction of Managed
Aquifer Recharge (MAR) systems.
Research
•
Australian researchers
have produced a
significant proportion
of published journal
papers on MAR with
SA as a hub of
research.
•
Bolivar ASR Research
Trial (1997-2010) seen
as a benchmark.

Implementation and
Operation
•
Currently 48
operational sites in the
metropolitan area with
over $350 million
invested.
•
MAR has been
operational for nearly
a quarter of a century
in Adelaide
•
Design capacity of
18GL/a
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CLOSING REMARKS
•

Water is an enabler to economic prosperity and quality of life for South Australians.

•

If nurtured South Australia could become a significant international leader in water
solutions.

•

Achieving this will require industry, research and government to work better together.

•

processes that ensure that the private sector (including SME’s) can access and
participate in water related research and projects

•

Improved conduit of transfer of knowledge, research and development into the
water industry to ensure we are producing the best solutions, talent and ideas.
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@WIAteam
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Contact us:
250 Victoria Square, Adelaide SA 5000

+61 8 7424 2466
getconnected@waterindustry.com.au

